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Retinitis pigmentosa refers to a diverse group of hereditary diseases that lead to incurable blindness,
affecting two million people worldwide. As a common pathology, rod photoreceptors die early, whereas
light-insensitive, morphologically altered cone photoreceptors persist longer. It is unknown if these
cones are accessible for therapeutic intervention. Here, we show that expression of archaebacterial
halorhodopsin in light-insensitive cones can substitute for the native phototransduction cascade and
restore light sensitivity in mouse models of retinitis pigmentosa. Resensitized photoreceptors activate
all retinal cone pathways, drive sophisticated retinal circuit functions (including directional selectivity),
activate cortical circuits, and mediate visually guided behaviors. Using human ex vivo retinas, we
show that halorhodopsin can reactivate light-insensitive human photoreceptors. Finally, we identified
blind patients with persisting, light-insensitive cones for potential halorhodopsin-based therapy.
etinitis pigmentosa (1, 2) is the result of
diverse mutations in more than 44 genes
expressed in rod photoreceptors (3),
which then degenerate, causing loss of night vision.
Subsequently, cone photoreceptors, which are responsible for color and high-acuity daytime vision,
progressively lose their photoreceptive outer segments, leading to overall blindness. Despite this loss
of sensitivity, cone cell bodies remain present longer than rods in both humans and animals (4–6),
but it is not known whether these light-insensitive
cells can be reactivated or if information from
them can still flow to downstream visual circuits
(Fig. 1A) for a substantial time window after the
loss of photosensitivity (7).
To restore light-evoked activity in lightinsensitive cone photoreceptors, we genetically
targeted a light-activated chloride pump (8–10),
enhanced Natronomonas pharaonis halorhodopsin (eNpHR) (11, 12), to photoreceptors by means
of adeno-associated viruses (AAVs) (13, 14).
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Light-activated chloride pumps are rational candidates for reactivating vertebrate photoreceptors,
as both eNpHR-expressing cells (12) and healthy
photoreceptors hyperpolarize in response to increases in light intensity. We selected two animal
models of retinitis pigmentosa for gene therapy,
both of which lead to retinal degeneration (RD).
Cnga3–/–; Rho–/– double-knockout mice served
as a model of slow forms of RD (s-RD mice) (15),
and Pde6brd1 (also known as rd1) mice modeled
fast forms of RD (f-RD mice) (16). Targeted expression of eNpHR was accomplished with the
use of three cell-specific promoters (Fig. 1B): (i)
human rhodopsin (hRHO) (17), (ii) human red
opsin (hRO) (18), and (iii) mouse cone arrestin-3
(mCAR) (19).
To assess the effectiveness and specificity of
the promoters, we used eNpHR fused to enhanced
yellow fluorescent protein (EYFP) (Fig. 2, A to I)
(11). It is important to restrict the expression of
eNpHR to photoreceptors only, because eNpHR

in downstream retinal circuit elements, such as
ON-bipolar and ON-ganglion cells, may inhibit the
flow of information across the retina. Enhanced
green fluorescent protein (EGFP)–expressing
AAVs were used as controls throughout this study
(fig. S1). We selected the hRO and mCAR promoters for s-RD mice (Fig. 2, B and C) and the
mCAR promoter for f-RD mice (Fig. 2F), on the
basis of their ability to selectively drive expression
of eNpHR-EYFP in a high percentage of cone
photoreceptors (figs. S2 and S3).
The life span of cones in RD mice defines the
window of opportunity for reactivation. Therefore, we tested EYFP or EGFP expression driven
by the mCAR promoter at different time points
during retinal degeneration. Surprisingly, EYFP
and EGFP expression lasted more than eight
months (Fig. 3A, fig. S4, last tested f-RD at postnatal day 264 (P264) and s-RD at P255), longer
than opsin protein expression [~P95 (5) or between
P21 and P110 (20)]. We isolated these long-lasting
AAV- transduced cells from f-RD retinas at different time points and verified their identity by
analyzing their ranscriptome (P110 to P220, fig.
S5). Cone-specific genes were expressed in the
isolated cells, whereas markers of other retinal cell
types were absent, suggesting that AAV-labeled
cells are altered cones, even at later stages of degeneration. The fact that opsin mRNA remained,
whereas the opsin protein did not, suggests translational down-regulation of opsins, as also shown
before (20). We estimate that ~27% of cones remain between P184 and P255 in s-RD and ~25%
remain between P182 and P264 in f-RD mice
(Fig. 3A).
We tested whether eNpHR drives cone light
responses in RD retinas at an age (P53 to P264,
table S1) when many (s-RD) (15) or all (f-RD)
(20) rods have already died. eNpHR-EYFP–
expressing photoreceptors in s-RD and f-RD
retinas displayed larger (Fig. 3B and fig. S6),
more sustained (Fig. 3C), and significantly faster
(Fig. 3D) photocurrents than those of wild-type
(WT) cones. The photocurrents peaked at 580 nm.
Photoreceptors expressing only EGFP did not
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react to light. The magnitude of photocurrents in
eNpHR-transduced s-RD and f-RD mice were
similar (Fig. 3B). The current size was independent of the holding voltage (Fig. 3E), a finding that
is consistent with the view that the photocurrents
Fig. 2. Targeted expression of a light-sensitive
chloride pump in persisting photoreceptors in RD retinas. (A to I) Cross sections
of GFP-immunostained (35) retinas transduced by hRHO- (A, D, G), hRO- (B, E, H),
and mCAR- (C, F, I) eNpHR-EYFP AAVs in
s-RD (A to C), f-RD (D to F), and WT (G to I)
mice. Left panel of each pair, eNpHREYFP; right panel of each pair, co-stained
with 4´,6´-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI).
Scale bar, 20 mm.

are mediated by ion pumps (10). Photocurrents
and voltages were modulated across three logarithmic units of intensities (fig. S6). In the absence
of functional outer segments, which normally
generate currents that depolarize photoreceptors
hRHO-eNpHR-EYFP

in the dark, RD photoreceptors were expected to
stay hyperpolarized. A hyperpolarized state would
limit the ability of eNpHR currents to modulate
synaptic transmission. However, the recorded
eNpHR-expressing RD photoreceptors were depomCAR-eNpHR-EYFP
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Fig. 3. Light responses in surviving eNpHR-expressing RD cones.
(A) (Left) Confocal top views of GFP-immunostained RD
photoreceptors transduced by mCAR-eNpHR-EYFP in P255
s-RD (top) and P264 f-RD (bottom) retinas. Left panel of each
60
80
pair, eNpHR-EYFP; right panel of each pair, co-stained with
1
DAPI. Scale bar 20 mm. (Right) Estimated fraction of surviving
cones (35) in s-RD and f-RD mice at different time points
compared with WT cone numbers. n, number of retinas analyzed.
30
(B) (Left) Photocurrent action spectrum of an eNpHR- (black) or
EGFP- (gray) expressing s-RD cone. Top, color-ramp; bottom,
light flashes. Gray bars indicate the timing of the full-field light
stimuli. (Right) Magnitude of photocurrents in photoreceptors
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WT rods (long dashes). Stars indicate statistical significance (35).
(C) Peak and steady-state photocurrents (0.5-s flash) in RD and
WT animals. (D) Rise and decay time constants of eNpHR-mediated photocurrents compared with the rise time constant in WT photoreceptors. (E) eNpHR-mediated
photocurrents in RD retinas at different holding voltages. Because the response properties in s-RD and f-RD mice were similar, the data from both mouse lines were
grouped in panels (C to E). All WT cone response data shown in Fig. 3 were taken from (36). Error bars indicate SEM.
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larized in the dark [–26 T 3 mV, n = 12 cones; see
supporting online material (SOM)].
The ability of eNpHR-reactivated RD photoreceptors to convey information to downstream
retinal circuits depends on the presence of functional photoreceptor-to-bipolar cell synapses. As
retinal degeneration progresses, these synapses
morphologically reorganize (3). However, they
still possess elements of both pre- and postsynaptic machinery (5). To test for potential sig-

ganglion cells of retinas transfected with EGFP
(Fig. 4A).
The retina incorporates two major information channels that diverge at the level of bipolar
cells and are physically separated by depth within
the inner plexiform layer (IPL). ON cells are
activated by light increments, whereas OFF cells
are activated by light decrements (21). The activity of ganglion cells is coded by action potentials (“spikes”) that form the output signal of

nal flow from photoreceptors to ganglion cells,
we recorded excitatory currents from ganglion
cells, the output neurons of the retina. Ganglion
cells in eNpHR-transduced s-RD and f-RD retinas displayed robust, light-evoked excitatory
currents (Fig. 4A), indicating functional outer
and inner retinal synaptic connections. The magnitudes of these excitatory currents were comparable to those in WT retinas (Fig. 4A). There were
no measurable light-evoked currents in the
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the retina (22) and the input signal to higher brain
centers. Notably, light stimulation evoked excitatory currents and spiking activity in ganglion
cells of eNpHR-transduced RD retinas, either at
light increments, light decrements, or both (P53
to P264; Fig. 4, A and B). The dendritic processes of morphologically reconstructed ganglion cells were properly aligned in the corresponding
ON or OFF strata (23) of the IPL (Fig. 4B). Ganglion cell spike frequencies spanned similar ranges
in s-RD, f-RD, and WT retinas (Fig. 4B). Some
ganglion cell types respond preferentially to
changes in illumination and therefore spike transiently after a light step, whereas others represent the level of illumination and thus spike
in a more sustained manner. The dynamics of
spiking activity in eNpHR-transduced retinas
varied from transient to sustained, as in WT
retinas (fig. S7). Light-stimulation of eNpHRreactivated photoreceptors in RD retinas even
evoked ganglion cell spiking activity at later
stages of degeneration (s-RD: <P255, f-RD:
<P264; fig. S7).
We next asked if basic forms of spatial processing were functional in the eNpHR-transduced
RD retinas. Lateral inhibition is a conserved feature of vertebrate retinas that is important for spatial contrast (“edge”) enhancement. When spots
of increasing sizes were presented to eNpHRexpressing RD retinas, the response magnitude of
ganglion cells reached a maximum and then
gradually decreased, a sign of lateral inhibition
(Fig. 4C and fig. S7) (21, 24). Lateral inhibition
also results in ON-center, OFF-surround responses (21) that we were able to observe in
eNpHR-expressing RD retinas (fig. S7). Another
example of spatial processing is the directionalselective responses of types of ganglion cells to
motion stimuli (25). The activity of directional
selective ganglion cells is important for the optokinetic reflex (26). When eNpHR-transduced RD
retinas were stimulated with bars moving in
different directions, some ganglion cells responded
preferentially to motion in a particular direction
but produced little activity when the bar moved
in the opposite direction (Fig. 4D) (27). This response asymmetry suggests that the retinal circuit for directional selectivity is, at least partially,
maintained in RD retinas.
The sensitivity of eNpHR to light is less than
that of normal cones (Fig. 4E), and although
normal cones can adapt to different light intensities, eNpHR-driven cones have a fixed sensitivity range (see SOM). However, the sensitivity of
ganglion cells to light was 1.7 log units higher than
that of the eNpHR-expressing photoreceptors
(Fig. 4E), and the light levels required for eNpHR
stimulation at 580 nm are below the limit allowed
for safe radiation of the human eye, according to
the 2006 European directives on artificial optical
radiation (Fig. 4E) (28).
The slow and fast RD mouse models differ
not only in the time course of photoreceptor degeneration, but also in the amount of light-driven
activity present during development. s-RD mice
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cally in human photoreceptors (fig. S10). To reduce
the time required to obtain robust eNpHR-EYFP
expression, which is necessary for two-photon
laser–targeted electrophysiology, we inserted the
mCAR-eNpHR construct into a lentiviral vector
(fig. S10) (31). Using this new vector, we found
high levels of eNpHR expression, specifically in
human photoreceptors after only 1 to 2 days of
incubation (Fig. 6B and fig. S10). Brightly labeled
photoreceptors in the parafoveal region displayed
photocurrents and photovoltages with spectral
tuning reflecting eNpHR activation (Fig. 6C and
fig. S10). We could not measure any photocurrents from control human retinas, even at the time
when the retina was isolated.
To find potential patients with retinitis pigmentosa eligible for eNpHR-mediated restoration
of visual functions, we screened a database (see
SOM) that contained records of retinal images
acquired by optical coherence tomography (OCT),
Goldman visual field tests, multifocal electroretinograms (ERGs), full-field ERGs, and visualacuity tests. We identified legally blind patients
(data from one of whom are shown in Fig. 6 and
fig. S11) with no visible outer segments on OCT
pictures, but cone cell bodies in the central region. These criteria may be used in the future for
selecting patients who could benefit from this
therapy.
We have shown that a microbial gene introduced to surviving cone cell bodies reactivated
retinal ON and OFF pathways and the retinal circuitry for lateral inhibition and directional selective responses. Moreover, the reactivated cones
enabled RD mice to perform visually guided
behaviors. The tested time window of intervention
was up to ~260 days in f-RD and s-RD mice,
suggesting that persisting cone cell bodies (~25%)
are enough to induce ganglion cell activity, even
during later stages of degeneration. Our finding
that AAVs with the mCAR promoter specifically
transduced human photoreceptors and the identification of patients with little measurable visual
function and no outer segments but surviving cone
cell bodies suggest a potential for translating
eNpHR-based rescue of visual function to humans
(see SOM). In the future, eNpHR-based restoration may be combined with other approaches that
increase the survival of altered photoreceptors
(20, 32–34).
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have no light-sensitive rod-cone system during
development (15), whereas f-RD mice lose the
rod-cone function gradually and are blind by 4
weeks of age (16). In the retina, the responses in
eNpHR-activated s-RD and f-RD mice were
similar, suggesting that the development of the
tested retinal functions, like direction selectivity,
may not require light-driven input from rods and
cones. Light stimulation of the eyes resulted in
visually evoked potentials in eNpHR-expressing
f-RD mice but not in EGFP-transduced controls
(P42 to P118, fig. S8). In contrast to the retina, we
could not measure light-driven cortical activity
in eNpHR-transduced s-RD mice.
We next evaluated whether light could induce
behavioral changes in eNpHR-transduced mice.
In dark-light box tests (29), eNpHR-expressing
f-RD and s-RD mice performed significantly better
than the corresponding EGFP-expressing control
groups (P44 to P143, Fig. 5A), and the increased
performance depended on the illumination level
(Fig. 5B). In the optomotor reflex test (30), only
eNpHR-expressing f-RD mice performed better
than EGFP-expressing control mice at a variety of
drum speeds (P69 to P153, Fig. 5C). WT (fig. S8)
and f-RD responses both peaked at the same
speed. The optimum spatial frequency was higher
for WT animals [0.26 cycles per degree (cpd)]
compared to f-RD (0.13 cpd). These experiments
demonstrated that resensitized photoreceptors are
able to drive visually guided behavior in f-RD
mice and, to some extent, in s-RD mice.
To test for potential toxicity of eNpHR or the
unmodified NpHR, we first compared the retinas
of eNpHR-transduced WT mice (6 weeks after
AAV administration) with those of normal WT
mice. The number of photoreceptors was similar
in both conditions (fig. S9), and, in addition to the
light-induced spiking activity, ganglion cells in
eNpHR-transduced WT retinas had a wider action
spectrum (a gain of function at longer wavelengths) than ganglion cells in uninjected WT
retinas (fig. S9). This suggests that both intrinsic
opsins and eNpHR are at work. Next, we compared the retinas of transgenic mice expressing
NpHR in photoreceptors under the control of a
bovine rhodopsin promoter with WT retinas
and found similar numbers of photoreceptors (at
P140, fig. S9). These results suggest that, in the
studied time window, neither the unmodified
NpHR nor eNpHR induced additional photoreceptor degeneration.
The translation of gene therapy achieved in
mice to human participants requires the use of promoters and AAV serotypes that drive photoreceptorspecific eNpHR expression in human retinas.
Therefore, we tested our AAVs on human ex vivo
retinal explants (Fig. 6A), which we could keep in
culture for 2 to 3 weeks. Because of this short
time window and the relatively long period of
time required to efficiently express eNpHR from
AAVs, we had to use immunohistochemistry to
visualize eNpHR-EYFP protein expression in the
cultured human retinas. Of the three promoters,
mCAR directed expression of eNpHR specifi-
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